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Abstract 

The influence of the transition metal (Ti, V, Zr, W) doping on the carbon matrix 

nanostructuring during the thin film growth and subsequent annealing is investigated. Pure 

and metal-doped amorphous carbon films (a-C, a-C:Me) were deposited at room temperature 

by non-reactive magnetron sputtering. The carbon structure of as-deposited and post-annealed 

(up to 1300 K) samples was analyzed by X-ray diffraction (XRD) and Raman spectroscopy. 

The existence of graphene-like regions in a-C is concluded from a (10) diffraction peak. A 

comparison of the XRD and Raman results suggests that XRD probes only the small amount 

of 2-3 nm large graphene-like regions, whereas the majority of the sp2 phase is present in 

smaller distorted aromatic clusters which are probed only by Raman spectroscopy. Annealing 

leads to an increase of the graphene size and the aromatic cluster size. During the carbon film 

growth the addition of metals enhances ordering of sp2 carbon in sixfold aromatic clusters 

compared to a-C, Ti and Zr showing the strongest effect, W the lowest. This order 

qualitatively corresponds with the catalytic activity of the respective carbides found during 

graphitization of carbide-doped graphites published in the literature. With annealing, carbide 



crystallite formation and growth occurs in a-C:Me films, which destroys the initial carbon 

structure, reduces the size of the initially formed aromatic clusters and the differences in 

carbon structure introduced by different dopants. For high annealing temperatures the carbon 

structure of a-C:Me films is similar to that of a-C, and is determined only by the annealing 

temperature.  
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1. Introduction 

Doping of (hydrogenated) amorphous carbon films with transition metals (a-C:Me, a-

C:H:Me) is a way to improve their properties in respect to hardness, wear resistance, stress 

and electrical conductivity 1-6. In nuclear fusion research, a-C:Me films are used as a model 

material to study the influence of metal-doping on the reactivity of carbon against hydrogen 

species (chemical sputtering) 7-9. The formation of metal-containing hydrocarbon layers in 

fusion devices is a result of simultaneous erosion and redeposition of metallic and carbon-

based plasma-facing materials (PFM) 10. This has great importance for the next-step fusion 

device ITER 11, where carbon fibre reinforced carbon, tungsten and beryllium are envisaged 

as PFM.  

In recent years several groups studied the structure of metal-containing carbon layers – mainly 

using Ti or W as dopant – with a focus on the bonding environment of the metal 3,12-16. Due to 

the deposition conditions (high particle energy, bias voltage, elevated temperature) or high 

metal content (>25 %) the formation of a nanocomposite is observed with nm-sized carbide 

crystals embedded in a matrix of (hydrogenated) amorphous carbon. Nevertheless, for low 

metal contents and soft deposition conditions, the metal does not form carbide crystals 

detectable by X-ray diffraction (XRD) or transmission electron microscopy (TEM), and it is 

distributed in a mainly amorphous carbidic state in the carbon matrix 17. Annealing can then 

induce the formation of carbide crystals.  

For analysis of the carbon matrix in a-C:Me films, Raman spectroscopy is a common and 

versatile technique. Using visible laser light, a Raman spectrum is dominated by sp2-bonded 

carbon due to the preferred excitation of π states. However, the spectrum depends strongly on 

the ordering of the sp2 sites. Ferrari and Robertson 18 introduced a model (FR-model) to 

correlate the spectral features, i.e. D and G peak, to the carbon nanostructure. The G peak 
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around 1550 cm-1 is due to the in-plane bond-stretching motion of sp2-bonded carbon atoms. 

This relative motion can occur for all sp2-bonded carbon atoms in rings and chains. The D 

peak at ≈1360 cm-1 is forbidden for perfect graphite and occurs in the presence of disorder. It 

is only active in sixfold aromatic rings. For amorphous carbon both peaks are very broad and 

overlap each other, so peak fitting is essential to determine their position, width and intensity.  

Assuming an amorphous carbon structure between amorphous carbon (a-C) and 

nanocrystalline graphite (stage 2 of the FR-model), an increase of order (e.g. by annealing) is 

evident by an increase of the relative D peak intensity, thus a higher I(D)/I(G) ratio. This is 

due to an increase in the number of 6-fold aromatic rings which cluster in small regions with 

size La. For a-C, these regions are nevertheless distorted with weak long-range order. 

Ferrari and Robertson proposed the following relation between I(D)/I(G) and La for cluster 

sizes smaller than 2 nm (for an excitation laser wavelength of 514.5 nm): 

( )[ ] 5.00055.0// GDa IIL = Å.                (1)             

Together with an increase of I(D)/I(G) also the G peak position is shifting towards higher 

wave numbers with increasing order – a result of a shortening in the average C=C double 

bond with higher vibration frequency. Generally, the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 

D and G peak decrease with increasing order, according to the lower bonding-angle distortion.  

Although Raman spectroscopy is routinely used in most investigations dealing with the 

structure of metal-doped amorphous carbon, only few systematic studies with different 

transition metals and varying metal concentrations have been performed 19. An increase in 

I(D)/I(G) ratio and G peak position concomitantly with W or Ti concentration has been 

observed 15,20. Abrasonis et al. 21 reported detailed about the effect of Ni-doping and substrate 

temperature during growth of a-C:Ni films, but the Ni concentration was fixed to 30 %.  
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In a-C:Me film growth, the deposition process (physical or chemical vapor deposition), 

kinetics and process parameters (particle energy and flux, ionization, bias voltage, 

temperature, pressure, sample rotation) have strong influence on the film composition and 

structure (metal and hydrogen content, sp2/sp3, sp2 clustering, carbide formation) and 

therefore on the Raman spectrum. Furthermore, various methods are used to fit the Raman 

spectra and to derive I(D)/I(G) ratio and G peak position. This makes it difficult to compare 

the published data and in particular to clarify the influence of the metal type. 

For this study we prepared various a-C:Me films (Me = Ti, V, Zr, W) with metal 

concentrations ≤19 at.%. Results from a thorough determination of the metal distribution and 

carbide crystallite formation (applying XRD, TEM and X-ray absorption spectroscopy,) will 

be published in a separate paper 22. In the case of Ti, V and Zr doping the metal is finely 

dispersed in the carbon matrix in amorphous environment after deposition and exhibits a 

carbidic bonding state. Carbide crystallites are formed only after annealing. Indication exists 

for the occurrence of very small, strongly distorted tungsten carbide clusters in the as-

deposited a-C:W films.  

In the present paper, we report on the influence of metal type, metal concentration and 

annealing after deposition on the carbon phase, applying XRD and Raman spectroscopy. 

Based on the FR-model we show that the four metals influence the clustering of the 

amorphous carbon matrix to different extents during deposition. Analogous behavior of the 

four metals was recently observed in the catalytic graphitization strength of the corresponding 

carbides 23. 
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2. Experimental 

2.1 a-C:Me film deposition and characterization 

The a-C:Me films (Me = Ti, V, W, Zr) were produced by magnetron sputter deposition 

(Discovery 18, Denton Vacuum) using a graphite and a metal cathode 24. No bias voltage was 

applied, and the sample temperature did not exceed 340 K during deposition. Ar was used as 

the sputtering gas, and the films (thickness varied between 0.7 and 1.5 µm) were deposited on 

silicon (100) wafers. Before deposition, etching of the substrate by means of a rf plasma was 

performed to remove the native oxide layer.  The samples were annealed after deposition at 

700, 900, 1100 and 1300 K in high vacuum (base pressure ≤5⋅10-4 Pa, during heating ≤2⋅10-3 

Pa) for 15 minutes.  

Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy (RBS) with 4 MeV 4He+ was used to determine the 

depth-resolved elemental composition of the films. All concentration values are given in at.% 

and rounded to 0.5 %. The oxygen content was determined using films deposited on graphite 

substrates. An energy of 500 keV was used for surface sensitive measurements. The scattering 

angle was 165°, and the spectra were fitted using the program SIMNRA 6.02 25.  

Surface topography  was studied by AFM in contact mode (Rasterscope 4000, AFM 2194, 

DME). Rq values 26 were determined on 1x1 µm2 images at 3 different sample positions, the 

software Gwyddion  27 was used for image processing.  

Optical reflectometry measurements were performed with a Jobin Yvon PZ 2000 

ellipsometer, choosing a wavelength of 515 nm, similar to the Raman laser wavelength. 
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2.2 XRD 

Diffractograms were measured by a Seifert XRD 3003 PTS diffractometer operating with Cu 

Kα radiation. The experimental setup was optimized to measure thin films in grazing 

incidence configuration 28: a parabolic multilayer mirror (W/Si) was used on the primary side 

to achieve a parallel beam and almost complete Kβ suppression before diffraction. On the 

secondary side, a parallel plate collimator – oriented perpendicular to the scattering plane – 

was installed to prevent detection of non-parallel beam intensity. Spectra were acquired in θ-

scan mode at an fixed incidence angle 1° (grazing incidence). Samples were fixed on Si 

wafers to exclude contributions from the sample holder during measurement. The 

measurement geometry results in an experimental line width of about 0.3°, determined for the 

Si (111) peak at 2θ = 28.4° on a powder specimen. Estimation of the (10) peak width was 

performed by peak fitting using PearsonVII profiles for the graphene (10) and the substrate 

peak at ≈53°. In the fitted range a linear background was assumed. 

 

2.3 Raman spectroscopy  

2.3.1 Measurement  

Raman spectra were measured between 900 and 1900 cm-1 with a Renishaw 1000 microscope 

using an argon ion laser at 514.5 nm. The software Wire (V.1.3.18) was used to acquire the 

spectra, applying continuous mode and 120 s detector time. The spot size was ≈1 µm2 and the 

laser power was set to 10 % giving ≈0.4 mW/µm2, which induced no damage or structural 

changes in the films. This was checked visually and by applying a lower laser power which 

resulted in comparable spectra. For each sample, 2 or 3 spectra were recorded at different 

positions, which were averaged to achieve better statistics. No significant differences among 

the single spectra of the same sample were observed. For the given excitation energy only sp2-

bonded carbon contributes to the signal intensity. Vibrational modes of the respective metal 
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carbides (i.e. TiC 29 (isostructural to VC, ZrC) and  tungsten carbides 30) occur at lower wave 

numbers around  200 - 800 cm-1. 

 

 

 

2.3.2 Peak fitting  

Different approaches using various line shapes exist for fitting Raman spectra of amorphous 

carbon, which can have strong influence on the derived quantitative parameters 31. It is 

important to note that there is no a priori reason to favor a particular fitting function. In 

literature, Gaussians are common 32,33, but also asymmetrical line shapes as the Breit-Wigner-

Fano (BWF) are used 18,34. The use of an asymmetric line shape is justified by the asymmetry 

of the vibrational density of states (DOS) towards lower wave numbers for graphite and 

amorphous carbon in the region of the D and G lines 35. Asymmetrical line shapes allow 

fitting the whole spectrum with only two peaks, e.g. a linear background combined with a 

BWF for the G peak and a Lorentzian for the D peak 18,36-38. The strength of this combination 

– which was used in this work – is the increased fit quality, and one is able to fit spectra of 

different shapes with the same set of functions. The program fityk 39 was applied for peak 

fitting using the Levenberg-Marquard algorithm for non-linear least-square optimization. It 

provides also standard deviations for the fitted parameters. 

The following expression describes the BWF line shape 18: 
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with I(ω) the intensity of the Raman signal at wave number ω, ω  0 as the peak position, I0 as 

the peak intensity at ω ,0  Γ as the full width at half maximum (FWHM) and 
Q
1  as the BWF 
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coupling coefficient. For 
Q
1 → 0 the line shape converge to a Lorentzian. Due to the 

asymmetry, the maximum of the G peak (denoted as Gmax) is located at 

Q20max
Γ

+=ωω .    (3) 

During fitting, no constraints were used and all parameters describing the three functions were 

free fit variables (i.e. 2 for the linear function, 3 for the Lorentzian and 4 for the BWF). 

Special care was taken that the exact initial values did not affect the fit result and the global 

minimum during the least-square optimization was found. The I(D)/I(G) ratio was calculated 

using the fitted D (Lorentzian) and G (BWF) peak intensities, i.e. I0 in Eq. (2) for the G peak.  

In this paper we only discuss the development of I(D)/I(G) and Gmax. For the sake of 

completeness, all parameters received from the fitting procedure are supplied as 

supplementary data. The error bars for all I(D)/I(G) and Gmax values account for the 

uncertainty introduced by the fitting procedure. They have been derived from the standard 

deviations of the fitted parameters and by applying Gaussian error propagation. 
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3. Results 

3.1 Film preparation and annealing 

All investigated films show a very low surface roughness with Rq values between 2 and 4 nm. 

Therefore, the possible influence of surface roughness on Raman measurements can be 

excluded.  

RBS analysis with 4 MeV 4He+ confirmed the homogeneity of the deposited layer regarding 

composition in lateral space and within the information depth of the Raman signal, which is 

≈100 nm 40. The films contain ≈1 % Ar and 2-3 % O. After annealing at 900 K, the Ar content 

is reduced, vanishing completely after 1100 K. No increased oxygen content in the bulk was 

observed and no diffusion of carbon or metal into the substrate occurred. RBS measurements 

with 500 keV 4He+ showed, that annealing to 1100 and 1300 K leads to slight surface 

enrichment of the metal in the first 10 nm for Ti, V and Zr-doped samples; also increased 

oxygen concentration was found in this region. Considering the information depth of the 

Raman signal, this effect can be neglected.  

 

3.2 XRD 

The X-ray diffractograms presented in Fig. 1a were derived for a series of a-C films annealed 

up to 1300 K. Measurement of a pure Si wafer proved that the broad peaks around 2θ = 53° 

and 82° are related to the substrate. They are probably due to the thin native SiO2 layer on top 

which was not completely removed during the etching procedure. Contributions from the Si 

wafer on which the samples were mounted are also possible. The peak around 43° originates 

from a-C. It is already visible with very low intensity in the as-deposited film and develops 

with annealing temperature, i.e. the intensity increases and the peak width decreases. This 
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peak should be related to two-dimensional order in graphene-like regions and therefore can be 

most likely assigned to the (10) reflection of a graphene plane. Annealing increases order and 

size of the planes as can be concluded from the increasing intensity and decreasing peak 

width.  

A rough estimation of the graphene size was done by applying the Scherrer formula. Using a 

pre-factor of 1.84 (instead of 0.92, to account for scattering from 2-dimensional objects 41) La 

values of about 2 to 3 nm were derived (see inset of Fig. 1a). The large value for as-deposited 

a-C is probably related to the low peak intensity which leads to high uncertainty in the 

determination of La. For the diffractograms of the 1100 and 1300 K annealed samples, also 

the (11) peak is visible around 80°. No reflection resulting from stacking of graphene planes 

(the c direction of graphite, (002)) is observed, indicating only two-dimensional order. The 

low intensity of the (10) peak compared to the background suggests, that only a small amount 

of carbon is located in graphene-like clusters that have sufficient high order for contributing 

to a diffraction peak.  

The strong increase of the signal intensity towards lower 2θ was observed for all samples, 

also for the pure Si substrate and is a result of the measurement geometry. In order to 

determine whether intensity in the low 2θ range is also related to carbon, the diffractogram of 

the Si wafer was subtracted from the a-C spectra as a rough approximation. Before 

subtraction, the spectra were smoothed and normalized to intensity at 70°, a region appearing 

undisturbed from intensity related to the substrate or carbon. The resulting differences are 

shown in Fig. 1b. In this graph the development of the (10) peak is clearly visible, for the 

1300 K diffractogram also the (11) peak is present. Negative values result from the higher 

intensity of the substrate-related peaks when measuring the uncoated Si wafer. In the low 2θ 

range around 23-25°, a broad bump can be observed which decreases in intensity with 

annealing (except the 900 K spectrum, see below); therefore its occurrence from a stacking of 
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graphene clusters is unlikely (the (002) reflection of graphite is around 2θ=26.4°). An 

increase in signal intensity would be expected with annealing, and therefore the feature should 

be related to disorder. The peak position could be an indication for scattering between 2-3 

atomic distances. It is important to note that the slope around 2θ ≤ 30° in the diffractograms 

of Fig. 1a appeared to be very sensitive to the experimental conditions. Small deviations from 

a perfect planar sample alignment, different sample sizes or mounting influences the observed 

intensity in the low 2θ range and can therefore – after subtraction of the Si spectrum – alter 

the intensity and position of this broad peak in the difference plot. Therefore, a better measure 

for the broad feature in Fig. 1b should be the intensity at the right shoulder, e.g. around 2θ ≈ 

30-35°.  

The described (10) peak could only be observed for a-C, as-deposited a-C:Ti and a-C:V films 

with low metal content. All other a-C:Me samples (especially after annealing) showed higher 

background and a development of carbide peaks which overlaid the weak intensity resulting 

from scattering of the carbon phase. In Fig. 1b also the difference spectrum of an as-deposited 

7.5 % a-C:Ti sample is included. The (10) peak appears with similar intensity as for pure a-C. 

This indicates that Ti-doping does not influence formation of the graphene-like regions giving 

rise to the observed diffraction peak.  

Probably only a small fraction of carbon is located in graphene-like clusters having sufficient 

high order to contribute to the (10) diffraction peak. The majority of carbon atoms are 

assumed in a more disordered, amorphous environment and in small, distorted aromatic 

clusters. Raman spectroscopy is a convenient tool to study the structure of carbon materials 

with low long-range order. In the following section the influence of doping and annealing on 

the Raman spectra will be described. 
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3.3 Raman spectroscopy 

3.3.1 Qualitative observations 

As expected for amorphous carbon films, the Raman spectra of all investigated films exhibit 

two broad overlapping features, namely the D peak around 1360 cm-1 and the G peak at 

≈1550 cm-1. Fig. 2 shows the Raman spectra of the annealing series of pure a-C. Annealing 

leads to an increase of the D peak intensity and a shift of the G peak position to higher wave 

numbers. This is in accordance with increasing order of the carbon phase in stage 2 of the FR-

model and is a result of stronger clustering of sp2 carbon in aromatic rings (I(D)/I(G)) and a 

shortening of the average C=C distance (Gmax) 18.  

Fig. 3 presents Raman spectra of as-deposited a-C and a-C:Ti films doped with 1, 3.5 and 7.5 

% Ti. At a first glance the most obvious difference is the significant decrease in intensity 

when introducing even low amounts of Ti in a-C. This is also observed for doping with V, Zr 

and W. Besides the possible increased light absorption in the layer due to metal incorporation 

and the fraction of carbon bonded to the metal, we mainly attribute this effect to increased 

surface reflectivity of the films due to the introduced metals. Therefore, a higher proportion of 

the laser beam is reflected at the surface and cannot generate a Raman signal reaching the 

detector. This was confirmed by measurements using optical reflectometry at 515 nm: the 7.5 

% Ti-doped sample showed a 50 % higher reflectivity compared to a-C at 1900 cm-1.  

Another observation from Fig. 3 is, that with increasing metal concentration the relative D 

peak intensity (i.e. I(D)/I(G)) increases. It is obvious that due to the strongly varying signal 

intensities analysis of the spectra by peak fitting – as described in 2.3.2 – is essential to 

investigate the influence of both metal-doping and annealing on relative peak intensity, peak 

position and width. 
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3.3.2 Results of peak fitting 

Before presenting the results from peak fitting of a-C and a-C:Me it should be stated that 

different fitting approaches have a very strong influence on the resulting I(D)/I(G). This is 

demonstrated by fitting the Raman spectra of a-C with two additional set of functions, which 

are also commonly used: 2 and 4 Gaussians (see Supplementary material).  

The fits with two Gaussians show poor fit quality, especially in the range of the maxima, 

leading to an unsatisfactory description of the intensity of D and G peak. The relative increase 

of the D peak with increasing annealing temperature (which is obvious from Fig. 2) is not 

reflected in the calculated I(D)/I(G) values. I(D)/I(G) stays almost constant for the samples 

annealed from 700 to 1100 K and decreases for the 1300 K annealed specimen.  

Two additional Gauss peaks around 1080-1100 cm-1 and 1470-1500 cm-1 were introduced for 

the fit with 4 Gaussians. The description of the spectral shape is sound, but the relative D peak 

increase is not reflected in the I(D)/I(G) ratio: decreasing I(D)/I(G) values are obtained with 

increasing temperature. Nevertheless, the basic requirement of stage 2 of the FR-model is a 

continuously increasing I(D)/I(G) with ordering. Decreasing I(D)/I(G) values with ordering 

should be observed in stage 1, i.e. the transition of nc-graphite to graphite 18. Since our XRD 

measurements gave no indication of the formation of nanocrystalline graphite during 

annealing we assume that our films are described by stage 2 for all annealing temperatures. 

Therefore, it is reasonable to use the fitting procedure including BWF and Lorentz functions. 

In the following we present the development of I(D)/I(G) and Gmax dependent on metal-

doping and annealing. Equation (1) relates I(D)/I(G) to a certain aromatic cluster size La for 

La <2 nm. Nevertheless, we will not discuss the absolute numbers, but concentrate on the 

qualitative trends. Zickler et al. 31 performed a thorough comparison of La determined by 

Raman spectroscopy and XRD, evaluated by the Scherrer equation and an analytical model. 
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They confirm the qualitative validity of equation (1), but argue that it is an oversimplification 

for the determination of exact values. For example, it does not take into account deviations 

from planar cluster surfaces, which is most likely the case for very small cluster sizes in a-C.  

We first exemplarily present the influence of annealing and doping on I(D)/I(G) and Gmax for 

a-C and a-C:V in detail. Then we describe the differences observed among the metals.  

Fig. 4a summarizes I(D)/I(G) data obtained by the peak fitting for the a-C and V-doped 

samples. An estimation of the aromatic cluster size according to equation (1) is given on the 

right x-axis.  

For a-C, annealing leads to a continuous increase of I(D)/I(G) (and therefore La) from 0.64 

(as-deposited) to 0.98 (1300 K), which is expected for sputter-deposited a-C 18. Considering 

the samples after deposition, V-doping also leads to a significant increase of I(D)/I(G) up to 

1.09 for 8.5 % V. The lower value for the highest V concentration (19 %) indicates a 

maximum concentration between 9 and 19 % V, beyond which further doping decreases 

I(D)/I(G). 

Annealing of a-C:V alters I(D)/I(G) in a different way as for a-C. For the 1.5 % V-doped layer 

annealing increases I(D)/I(G) only up to 900 K while higher temperatures do not result in a 

further increase. For the films containing 8.5 % V and higher, annealing has the opposite 

effect compared to a-C: it decreases I(D)/I(G) and therefore the aromatic cluster size.  

The evolution of Gmax is shown in Fig. 4b. For pure a-C, annealing leads to an increase in 

Gmax from about 1554 cm-1 (after deposition) to 1587 cm-1 (1300 K), which is expected from 

the FR-model. Increasing the V content leads to an increase of Gmax for the as-deposited 

samples. After every annealing step of a-C:V films, higher Gmax values are always observed, 

which can be explained by temperature-induced ordering resulting in a decrease of the 

average C=C distance.  
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Therefore, annealing of a-C:V has different effects on I(D)/I(G) and Gmax: I(D)/I(G) and the 

aromatic cluster size can be decreased by annealing (a-C:V films with higher V 

concentration), while Gmax is always shifted to higher wave numbers. This is in contrast to 

pure a-C (and therefore the FR-model), for which annealing always increases the aromatic 

cluster size. 

In annealed samples the influence of V content is a lowering of Gmax at low V concentrations. 

For 3.5 % V, a minimum value is reached, while higher V concentrations increase Gmax.  

Fig. 5 summarizes I(D)/I(G) values for a-C and a-C:Me for all dopants and annealing 

temperatures. The data for the layers after deposition show that the metal addition generally 

increases I(D)/(G) and an influence of the metal type can be observed. Up to ≈4 % metal, 

I(D)/I(G) increases from 0.6 to ≈0.9 for Ti, V and Zr. At higher metal concentrations, doping 

with Ti and Zr increases I(D)/I(G) stronger than the doping with V and W, up to ≈1.6 for 14.5 

% Zr. For 2.5 % W, doping results in a decrease of I(D)/I(G) compared to pure a-C, higher 

concentrations increase I(D)/I(G) to ≈1.1 for 14.5 % W. The similar behavior of Zr and Ti and 

the difference of Ti and V indicate that the effect of the different dopants on I(D)/I(G) (as-

deposited samples) is not related to the atomic mass but point to a chemical influence of the 

metals.  

With increasing the annealing temperature the differences in I(D)/I(G) vanish. I(D)/I(G) of the 

doped layers converge gradually to the value of pure a-C. At 1300 K they all lie between 0.9 

and 1.0, the values for a-C:W at the lower end.  

Fig. 6 shows the corresponding Gmax values. Considering the data after deposition, doping 

with low metal concentrations leads – except for V – to a decrease of Gmax compared to pure 

a-C. For higher concentrations, Gmax generally increases for Ti, V and Zr. The 700 K data 

shows the appearance of a minimum in Gmax with doping even more clearly for all dopants. 

With one exception (19 % V), Gmax is generally below the value for a-C up to 900 K. Similar 
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to the development of I(D)/I(G), also the differences in the position of Gmax are reduced with 

increasing annealing temperature. For 1100 and 1300 K, all values are similar to those of a-C 

and higher than those for all as-deposited films. 
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4. Discussion 

From XRD data in Fig. 1 the existence of small graphene-like regions in pure a-C can be 

concluded. They have sufficient high order to lead to an occurrence of the (10) diffraction 

peak, and gain in size with annealing. The occurrence of stacked graphenes, i.e. small graphite 

crystallites, is unlikely due to the decrease of intensity at 2θ ≈ 30° with annealing (Fig. 1b). 

Cho et al. 42 analyzed the surface of sputtered a-C using STM and reported about the existence 

of distorted graphite crystallites (La= 2-4 nm). Therefore, it can not be excluded that strong 

distortion and small size of these crystallites might be responsible for the absence of the (002) 

peak from interlayer scattering.  

Evaluation of the (10) peak shows an increasing average graphene size La from 2 to 3 nm with 

annealing. For La >2 nm, the FR-model (stage 1) predicts the cluster size to be inversely 

proportional to I(D)/I(G), as proposed by Tuinstra and Koenig 43. This was not found for the 

annealing series of a-C (under the reasonable assumption that the cluster size increases with 

annealing temperature): Fig. 2 shows increasing I(D)/I(G) with temperature. An explanation 

of this discrepancy could be the overestimation of La by XRD due to the fact that the (10) 

peak broadening is not only determined by the small graphene size – which is the basic 

requirement for the application of the Scherrer formula – but also by other factors, e.g. 

distortion, strain. Zickler et al. 31 reported about too large size values resulting from the 

simple application of the Scherrer formula compared to model calculations.  

Also another explanation is possible if we assume a broad La size distribution: the diffraction 

patterns in Fig. 1 are then related to >2 nm large, well-ordered graphene-like regions, but with 

very low occurrence. Therefore, the Raman D peak is dominated by the huge amount of 

smaller aromatic clusters, which do not contribute to the diffractograms because of too small 

size and disorder. Annealing increases the average La, but still the main part of the sp2 phase 

is in clusters <2 nm in size, which dominates the Raman signal.   
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The D peak is related to the occurrence of aromatic rings, whereas a minimum size and 

sufficient high order of the aromatic regions are required to observe a diffraction peak. Hence, 

the information supported by XRD is probably not representative for the overall structural 

situation in a-C. In the following we will distinguish the sp2 phase in aromatic clusters 

(probed only by Raman) and graphene-like clusters (probed by Raman and XRD). It has to be 

kept in mind that even if the structure of amorphous carbon has been studied for decades, no 

final model has been developed and the discussion is still lively 18,38,44-47. Most likely the 

majority of the sp2 phase in sputter-deposited a-C is located in distorted aromatic ring-

systems, but also chain-like structures and non-aromatic ring systems can occur. For the a-C 

films used in this study an sp2 fraction of about 80 % was estimated for the as-deposited 

sample, it increases up to ≈95 % after annealing to 1300 K 48.  

Addition of small amounts of Ti or V does not significantly affect the (10) diffraction peak of 

the as-deposited samples (Fig. 1b), but it strongly alters the respective Raman spectra: 

generally increasing I(D)/I(G) values are observed (Fig. 5), indicating increasing La. This 

discrepancy of XRD and Raman results supports the addressed interpretation that a broad size 

distribution of La exists, and both techniques probe different parts of the sp2 phase. The small 

amount of metal does not influence the few well-ordered graphene-like clusters probed by 

XRD, but it promotes clustering of the sp2 phase in small, distorted aromatic clusters.  

This effect is dependent on the dopant metal: Ti and Zr promote clustering of sp2 hybridized 

carbon in aromatic rings stronger than V, and W has the smallest effect. Low W 

concentrations even decrease the cluster size compared to a-C. Therefore, the following order 

of the metals in promoting aromatic clustering during deposition can be made: W < V < Ti 

≈Zr.  

A catalytic effect of transition metals was observed during annealing experiments of a-C:Me 

films with high metal content or carbon-metal sandwich layers which transforms amorphous 
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carbon into “graphite-like” carbon 49-52. The ability of the metals to act as catalysts is often 

explained by the formation of a metastable carbide phase which decomposes into a stable 

carbide and graphite. Nevertheless, Abrasonis et al. found for a-C:Ni films an enhanced 

aromatic clustering independently from the Ni phase state 21. The importance of metals acting 

as catalysts in the synthesis of carbon nanotubes 53-55 and other graphitic materials 56-58 is well 

known even if there is still discussion about the mechanism.  

Garcia-Rosales et al. 23 investigated the catalytic effect of four carbides (TiC, VC, ZrC, WC) 

for the production of carbide-doped fine grain graphites with high thermal conductivity. In 

this study, µm-sized carbide particles have been mixed with the carbon raw material (a 

powder of meso-carbon microbeads), resulting in an overall metal concentration of 4 at%. The 

carbide addition improved the thermomechanical properties after graphitization (> 2900 K) in 

respect to the undoped graphite. XRD measurements of the graphitic crystallite height Lc was 

used as a measure for the catalytic graphitization strength, which gave the following order: 

WC < VC < TiC < ZrC. The reason for the different graphitization strength is not clear.  

The qualitative correspondence in graphitization strength of the metal carbides found by 

Garcia-Rosales et al. 23 and the ability of the metals to promote aromatic clustering during a-

C:Me film growth (Fig. 5) is obvious. We attribute this similarity to the fact that a basic 

requirement of this catalytic effect is a certain atom mobility during the ordering process. 

During graphitization of the carbide-doped graphites this mobility is enabled by the high 

temperature which is above the eutectic temperature and which enables the bulk diffusion. 

This makes it likely that a liquid phase plays a key role according to the dissolution-

precipitation mechanism 58. During sputter deposition of a-C:Me films, atom mobility is 

mainly due to surface diffusion. 

Carbon atom surface diffusion on metal-based particles is proposed to be a key step during 

carbon nanotube growth for the formation of graphitic structures 55 and is believed to be also 
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responsible for enhanced aromatic clustering during growth of a-C:Ni films 21. In comparison, 

the metal content of our films is relatively low and no metallic or carbide particles are formed 

during deposition 17,22. Nevertheless, metal addition during a-C:Me film growth leads to 

increased aromatic clustering. Therefore, a catalytic activity during surface diffusion of the 

metal atoms could also be responsible for the observed effect. No correlation exists with the 

additional energy deposited on the growing film surface by reflected Ar ions from the metal 

targets which could possibly be responsible for enhanced carbon clustering. This influence 

would be proportional to the atomic mass of the target metal, which is not observed.  

The lowest ordering effect of tungsten in a-C:W might be explained by the rapid formation of 

very small, strongly distorted carbide crystallites already during deposition. XRD and EXAFS 

measurements suggest for the as-deposited Ti, V (except 19 %), and Zr-doped films mainly an 

amorphous environment without formation of nm-sized carbide crystallites, whereas in a-C:W 

films XRD indicates strongly distorted carbide cluster formation already during deposition 22. 

This crystallite formation could lead to a decreased mobility of W through the carbon matrix 

during film growth and to a deactivation of metal inside the carbide. Therefore, the catalytic 

effect is reduced. The formation of carbide crystallites already during deposition is also found 

for the 19 % V doped sample. This could explain the decrease of I(D)/I(G) compared to the a-

C:V film with 8.5 % V (Fig. 4).  

The similar ordering effect of the metals on the carbon structure during a-C:Me film growth 

and during the production of fine grain graphites 23 point to a basic influence of the metal 

type, which has to be further studied.  

Annealing of a-C:Me films after deposition reduce the differences in I(D)/I(G) as shown in 

Fig. 5. In contrast to a-C, post-annealing of a-C:Me films decreases the average aromatic 

cluster size compared to the as-deposited samples. This can be explained by successive 

formation and growth of carbide crystallites due to annealing. Carbide crystallite growth 
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requires diffusion of metal atoms through the a-C phase which destroys the initial carbon 

structure formed. The mobility of the metal atoms during this process is much smaller than 

during layer formation by sputtering. Ordering of the a-C phase is therefore more and more 

determined by the annealing temperature. After annealing to 1300 K, the similar I(D)/I(G) 

values can be explained by the formation of a composite of nm-sized carbide crystallites in 

the a-C phase. The average aromatic cluster size in 1300 K annealed a-C and a-C:Me films is 

therefore only affected by the annealing temperature.  

The influence of metal-doping on Gmax for the samples after deposition and heated to 700 K 

(Fig. 6) is ambiguous and cannot be fully explained. For low metal contents the lowering of 

Gmax compared to a-C indicate higher bond disorder 18. A further increase of the metal content 

shifts Gmax to higher wave numbers, indicating higher bond order. This is in contrast to the 

development of I(D)/I(G) which generally increases for higher metal concentration. It has to 

be noted that up to a temperature of 900 K most Gmax values of a-C:Me films are well below 

the values of pure a-C (Fig. 6), which indicates that doping results in higher bond distortion 

even if sp2 clustering is enhanced. It could be speculated that also another effect could play a 

role if we bring to mind that the relative motion of connected sp2 carbon atoms is responsible 

for the G peak. Metal atoms in the neighborhood of sp2 sites could slow down the relative sp2 

movement due to their inertia, lowering the Gmax position. Nevertheless, this explanation and 

also the possible influence of heavy atoms on the vibrational modes of an adjacent C=C bond 

need further investigation. 

Increasing the annealing temperature diminishes the differences in Gmax position. In contrast 

to the development of I(D)/I(G) annealing leads generally to higher Gmax values according to 

the FR-model for increasing order. This indicates that even if temperature-induced metal 

diffusion and growth of carbide crystallites decreases the average aromatic cluster size a 

higher local C=C bond order results by annealing.  
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5. Conclusion 

In this work we investigated the influence of a) doping with transition metals (Ti, V, Zr, W) 

and b) annealing after deposition on the carbon structure using XRD and Raman 

spectroscopy. Comparison of both techniques suggests that a broad size distribution of 

aromatic regions exist. XRD is sensitive for only the small amount of large and well-ordered 

graphene-like clusters. The majority of the sp2 phase is probably present in small, distorted 

aromatic clusters which are probed only by Raman spectroscopy. During sputter deposition of 

a-C:Me films the metal does not seem to influence the formation of the small amount of large 

and well-ordered graphene-like regions, as measured by XRD for a 7.5 % Ti-doped sample. 

But metal-doping shows a significant promoting effect on sp2 clustering in small aromatic 

regions during deposition, which is dependent on the type of metal. W-doping shows the 

lowest influence, whereas Ti and Zr-doping has the highest effect on promoting sp2 clustering. 

The different behavior of the metals qualitatively corresponds to the catalytic graphitization 

strength of the respective carbides in the production of carbide-doped graphites found by 

Garcia-Rosales et al. 23. A decreased bond ordering compared to a-C is found for the doped 

films up to 900 K. With annealing, metal diffusion and successive formation of nm-sized 

carbide crystallites lead to a carbon structure which is determined by the annealing 

temperature only, independent of dopant metal and concentration.  
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Fig. 1: a) XRD patterns of the annealing series of a-C. A diffractogram of an uncoated silicon 

wafer is given at the bottom. Spectra are shifted vertically for clarity purposes. The graphenic 

cluster size La calculated by applying the Scherrer formula to the (10) peak is presented in the 

inset. b) Remaining intensity of a-C and a-C:Ti (7.5 % Ti, as-deposited) diffractograms after 

subtraction of the diffractogram of the Si substrate. Before subtraction, spectra were smoothed 

and normalized to the intensity at 70°. 
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Fig. 2: Raman spectra of a-C films after deposition and post-annealing for 15 minutes at 700, 

900, 1100 and 1300 K. The spectra are vertically shifted. To guide the eye, the shift in G 

position is emphasized by a line. 
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Fig. 3: Raman spectra of the as-deposited a-C and a-C:Ti films with 1, 3.5 and 7.5 % Ti. 
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Fig. 4: a) I(D)/I(G) and b) Gmax for a-C: and a-C:V samples after deposition and annealing at 

different temperatures. On the right axis of the panel (a) the estimated aromatic cluster size 

according to equation (1) is given. 
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Fig. 5: I(D)/I(G) for all the investigated layers after deposition and annealing at different 

temperatures as indicated in the panels. On the right axis the estimated aromatic cluster size 

according to equation (1) is given. The curves in the bottom graph are only to guide the eye. 

The range of the y-scale is adjusted keeping the same stepwidth. 
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Fig. 6: Gmax values for all investigated layers after deposition and annealing at different 

temperatures as indicated in the panels. The curves are only to guide the eye. The range of the 

y-scale is adjusted keeping the same stepwidth. 
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